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THEBIGGERPICTURE Online job postings offer an abundant and detailed view of occupations and skills in
the labor market. However, the variation in how employers refer to and describe job openings makes it diffi-
cult to use unstructured job postings for analysis and research. Occupations have long been standardized
in the United States into a hierarchy of 867 codes through the Standard Occupational Classification system.
By categorizing a sample of 42 M United States job postings into these standardized occupational codes
and extracting the skills in each posting, we constructed an open dataset with empirical probabilities for
associations among occupational codes, job titles, and skills. We bundled these data in a software tool,
called sockit, that can analyze new job titles, job descriptions, or resumes.

Proof-of-Concept: Data science output has been formulated,
implemented, and tested for one domain/problem
SUMMARY
Structuring jobs into occupations is the first step for analysis tasks in many fields of research, including eco-
nomics and public health, as well as for practical applications like matching job seekers to available jobs. We
present a data resource, derived with natural language processing techniques from over 42 million unstruc-
tured job postings in the National Labor Exchange, that empirically models the associations between occu-
pation codes (estimated initially by the Standardized Occupation Coding for Computer-assisted Epidemio-
logical Research method), skill keywords, job titles, and full-text job descriptions in the United States during
the years 2019 and 2021. We model the probability that a job title is associated with an occupation code and
that a job description is associated with skill keywords and occupation codes. Our models are openly avail-
able in the sockit python package, which can assign occupation codes to job titles, parse skills from and
assign occupation codes to job postings and resumes, and estimate occupational similarity among job post-
ings, resumes, and occupation codes.
INTRODUCTION

Structured occupational codes have been in use in the United

States since 1977 with the release of the Standard Occupational

Classification (SOC) system,1 which is now the federal statistical

standard for defining occupations.2 Official statistics on work-

force participation from the United States Bureau of Labor

Statistics, the United States Census Bureau, and other federal
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
agencies are structured in terms of these codes, of which there

are 867 at the most detailed level in the 2018 version. However,

the titles and descriptions that workers and employers

use for particular jobs vary widely. Likewise, the functional de-

scriptions and skill keywords associated with particular jobs

vary, even though there are commonalities in the skills required

among jobs within the same occupation or across similar

occupations.
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Occupational codes are central to many research studies. For

example, recent studies of the labor market’s response to the

COVID-19 pandemic examined the dynamics of supply and de-

mand shocks by occupation3 and the feasibility of remote work

by occupation.4 Similarly, studies of occupational hazards in

the public health literature often use SOC codes to proxy for

exposure to hazards, for example in studying the differential risks

to healthcare workers during the pandemic.5

Assigning SOC codes by hand is time consuming and does

not scale to large datasets or to real-time applications. Several

tools for automatically assigning SOC codes to job titles are

available6 but are limited by their model transparency and soft-

ware accessibility. The National Institute for Occupational Safety

and Health developed the NIOCCS system based on hand-

coded SOC assignments to survey data,7 but access to the

system currently requires account registration and approval.8

Similarly, the National Cancer Institute created a tool called

Standardized Occupation Coding for Computer-assisted Epide-

miological Research (SOCcer) by modeling expert-coded job ti-

tles,9 but it is only accessible through aweb interface, and results

are retrieved later by e-mail.10 The United States Department of

Labor provides another web-based tool, the O*NET Code

Connector.11 Another web-based tool, Occupational Self-

Coding and Automatic Recording, requires self-reporting by

research participants.12 There are also commercially licensed

options, including the Lightcast Titles API13 and the O*NET-

SOC AutoEncoder.14 Existing approaches either do not provide

the parameters underlying their models, cannot run offline (e.g.,

to efficiently process large amounts of job title data), or do not

adhere to FAIR principles for research software.15

We present a reusable data resource and software toolkit that

models the occupational structure in unstructured job titles and

job descriptions derived from a comprehensive sample of online

job postings. There are over 3 million distinct job titles in the

approximately 42 million job postings underlying our models. In

contrast to existing methods, our model parameters are openly

available and reproducible. Our models are pre-packaged in

the downloadable sockit python package,16 as well as in a

hosted web application,17 for convenient reuse with minimal

dependencies.

Beyond their applications in scientific research, occupation

codes also have important practical uses for policy makers

and in real-world applications. The use case that motivated

this data resource was a practical application to extract struc-

tured occupational information from available unstructured

data. Specifically, sockit was implemented in a recommenda-

tion system that helps job seekers discover new careers,

recently deployed by labor departments in Rhode Island, Ha-

wai’i, New Jersey, Colorado, and Maryland of the United

States.18 The entry point for job seekers to these applications

is a resume upload or manual entry of previous job titles, which

are unstructured data. The algorithm for recommending ca-

reers, however, requires structured SOC codes and skill key-

words that are estimated from the unstructured input using

the methods described in this article. With the increasing vol-

ume of unstructured job and resume data available online,

automatic processing with methods like sockit will be increas-

ingly important for a broader range of both research and policy

applications.
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RESULTS

Our primary data come from the NLx Research Hub,19 a real-

time and historical data warehouse representing the diversity

of jobs available in the United States labor market, which is

accessible at no cost for approved research projects. Job post-

ings in the Research Hub originate in the National Labor Ex-

change,20 which is a partnership between the National Associa-

tion of State Workforce Agencies21 and the DirectEmployers

Association22 to collect and distribute online job postings from

corporate career websites, state job banks, and the United

States federal jobs portal.23 At the time of writing, the National

Labor Exchange advertises that they collect job postings for

300,000 employers with a daily volume of 3.7 million active

(both new and existing) job postings.20

We accessed 42,298,617 historical records in the NLx

Research Hub for the years 2019 (13,241,134 records) and

2021 (29,057,483 records). We chose these two years because

they represent the United States labor market before and after

the COVID-19 economic crisis but not during the beginning of

the COVID economic crisis itself in 2020 Q2. Each record con-

tains unstructured fields for job title, a full-text job description,

and structured fields for acquisition date, city, state, and

postal code.

We make use of prefix trees (also known as tries) throughout

the data processing pipeline. Briefly, a prefix tree is a data struc-

ture that allows efficient lookups of strings and is frequently used

to solve string searching, spellchecking, and autocompletion

tasks. We developed the open-source wordtrie python pack-

age24 specifically to implement substring matching in sockit

and the data processing pipeline described below, but we

released it as its own package due to its generality.

Research Hub job postings contain 849,284 distinct job
titles after normalization
In practice, job titles are often written as a series of adjectives

that add specificity to a principal noun. For example, a ‘‘licensed

practical nurse’’ is a specific type of nurse, and a ‘‘pizza delivery

driver’’ is a specific type of driver. In these cases, nurse and

driver are the principal nouns that encode the most general

meaning of the job. Common exceptions to this adjective-noun

ordering are supervisory job titles, such as ‘‘director of nursing’’

or ‘‘supervisor of delivery drivers,’’ and assistant job titles, such

as ‘‘special assistant to the vice president.’’ However, we can

normalize those types of titles to adjective-noun ordering by piv-

oting them around the prepositions ‘‘of,’’ ‘‘for,’’ or ‘‘to’’ so that,

for example, ‘‘director of nursing’’ becomes ‘‘nursing director.’’

Based on these insights, we started by identifying suitable

principal nouns from existing datasets with job titles. We applied

a natural language processing technique called part-of-speech

tagging to identify nouns in all of the sample job titles available

in the O*NET 27.0 Database,25 including the 1,016 titles in the

‘‘Occupation Data’’ file and the 52,742 titles in the ‘‘Alternative Ti-

tles’’ file, as well as the 6,520 titles in 2018 SOC Direct Match Ti-

tle File from the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.26 We

manually reviewed all words identified as nouns and curated

them into a list of 2,514 principal nouns. At the same time, we

curated a list of 259 unambiguous acronyms by extracting and

reviewing all acronyms occurring in parentheses in the job titles,



Figure 1. Job title cleaning process in sock-

it.title.clean, illustrated with an example

title of ‘‘Senior Director of Research

(remote)’’
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e.g., ‘‘RN’’ in ‘‘Registered Nurse (RN),’’ and retaining only the ac-

ronyms that mapped to a distinct SOC code in the files above.

Next, we extracted 3,179,805 distinct job titles occurring in the

42,298,617 records from theResearchHubafter converting job ti-

tles to lowercase, removing extraneous text, and retaining alpha-

betical characters (implemented in the sockit.title.cleanmethod).

We further processed these titles to filter employer names using a

prefix tree of 999 members of DirectEmployers,27 United States

place names using a prefix tree of state names and abbreviations

as well as 330 large cities,28 and a smaller set of 26 phrases and

abbreviations that denotework schedule (e.g. ‘‘part time’’ or ‘‘eve-

nings’’) and often occur in job posting titles. Of the 3,179,805

distinct job titles, 578,745 titles (representing 3,828,432 job post-

ings) had one or more of these employer names, place names, or

scheduling terms filtered out, and 433,764 titles (representing

3,138,421 job postings) were normalized to adjective-noun

ordering by pivoting around a preposition. We retained

2,605,739 titles (representing 36,951,252 job postings) containing

at least one of the 2,514 principal nouns.

Finally, we truncated 944,562 titles (representing 5,999,760

job postings) containing more than three words to retain only

the principal noun and up to two preceding adjectives. This pro-

cess is visualized in Figure 1, with an example title of ‘‘Senior Di-

rector of Research (remote).’’ Truncating the number of words

represented in each title helps control the long tail of singleton ti-

tles corresponding to a single job posting. Table 1 shows how

varying the threshold on the number of words affects the counts

of distinct titles and singleton titles. While there is no optimal

threshold given that every increase in the threshold also in-

creases the number of unique titles and the proportion of

singleton titles, moving from a threshold of two to threewords re-

sults in the largest marginal return in terms of increasing the num-

ber of distinct titles and the proportion of non-singleton titles.

Our approach yielded a final list of 849,284 distinct job titles

(representing 36,951,252 job postings) in normalized adjective-

noun ordering with between one and three words, where the
last word is a principal noun. We submit-

ted these titles to the SOCcer web appli-

cation10 to obtain probabilities for the 10

most likely SOC 2010 codes associated

with each distinct job title. We converted

the SOC 2010 codes to SOC 2018 codes

using a crosswalk provided by the United

States Bureau of Labor Statistics.29

We constructed a job title prefix tree by

inserting the distinct job titles with their

counts weighted by their SOCcer proba-

bilities of each SOC code, excluding prob-

abilities below 0.02. This threshold is

meant to control for false positives and

reduce the number of SOC codes as-

signed to each job title. While there is no
way to determine an optimal probability threshold since there is

no ground truth available, the threshold value of 0.02 controls the

number of jobs that would be assigned multiple SOC codes that

differ at the 2-digit level (Table 2), which arguably should be appli-

cable to only a small proportion of jobs.With no threshold, approx-

imately two-thirds of job titles would be assigned a second SOC

code that differs at the 2-digit level. In contrast, a threshold of

0.10 would have less than 1% of jobs with a second 2-digit SOC

code but would eliminate almost three-quarters of job titles. The

threshold of 0.02 allows for 5% of jobs to be assigned a second

2-digitSOCcodewhile retainingapproximatelyhalfof the job titles.

Because the titles arenormalized toendwith theprincipal noun,

we inserted the titles into theprefix tree in reversewordorder (e.g.,

from right to left). Therefore, the more general principal nouns

occur at the top of the tree, and the leaf nodes are the more spe-

cific titles that include adjectives. Each leaf node in the tree con-

tains a histogram of SOC code counts, which we aggregated

across parent nodes so that we can assign SOC probabilities to

partial title matches, all the way down to the root nodes that

contain a single principal noun. Figure 2 illustrates the structure

of the job title prefix tree with examples of job title families for

nurses and drivers. The sockit package includes a ‘‘title’’ module

that can search for titles within a longer query string in reverse

word order so that all matches start from a principal noun.

In practice, we found that management titles containing the

principal nouns ‘‘manager,’’ ‘‘director,’’ ‘‘supervisor,’’ ‘‘vp,’’ and

‘‘president’’ were difficult to classify correctly with the job title

prefix tree because of variation in their adjectives and modifiers.

Therefore, we built a separate management title prefix tree that

maps 6,150 such titles to the one or two most relevant SOC co-

des using search results from the O*NET Code Connector.11

Term-weighted job descriptions estimate skill
probabilities by occupation
To study skills in job descriptions, we began by manually sam-

pling 1,075 skill keywords from CareerOneStop,30 online worker
Patterns 4, 100757, July 14, 2023 3



Table 1. Counts of distinct and singleton titles after truncating

job titles at varying thresholds for the number of words preceding

and including the principal noun

Word

threshold 2 3 4 5 6

Distinct titles 196,430 849,284 1,236,604 1,313,177 1,324,580

Singleton titles 65,903 366,472 599,222 656,490 666,187

Table 2. Counts of distinct job titles with at least one assigned

SOC code from SOCcer after removing SOC codes below the

specific probability threshold

Probability

threshold 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10

Distinct titles 849,284 490,250 402,497 309,864 249,383

. with SOC

codes differing at

2-digit level

553,281 46,523 18,887 5,564 1,849

At low thresholds, many titles have multiple SOC codes differing at the

2-digit level.
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profiles, and the O*NET 27.0 Database25 under the ‘‘Abilities,’’

‘‘Interests,’’ ‘‘Knowledge,’’ ‘‘Skills,’’ ‘‘Technology Skills,’’ ‘‘Tools

Used,’’ ‘‘Work Activities,’’ ‘‘Work Context,’’ ‘‘Work Values,’’ and

‘‘Work Styles’’ files. Six reviewers manually edited these key-

words and suggested groupings of similar keywords. One of

the reviewers used the others’ edits and groupings to curate a

final list of 755 keywords, and we constructed a skills prefix

tree to map the original 1,075 keywords plus 254 alternative

forms (e.g., plural vs. singular) to the curated 755 skill keywords.

Next, we counted the occurrence of skill keywords in the

42,298,617 records from the NLx Research Hub using the skills

prefix tree and estimated SOC probabilities for their correspond-

ing job titles using the job titles prefix tree. We found that the re-

cords contained 26,953,261 distinct job descriptions (see

Table S1), and 24,009,146 of those (89.1%) contained at least

one skill keyword and had at least one SOC code with R0.1

probability in their title. We represented these associations as

a sparse ‘‘job-skill’’ matrix with the dimensions 24,009,146 3

755 and a sparse (transposed) ‘‘SOC-job’’ matrix with the dimen-

sions 867 3 24,009,146.

Because the skill keywords vary from general to specific and

technical, we applied a natural language processing technique

called Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-

IDF)31 to reweight theoccurrencesof skill keywords in the job-skill

matrix to better approximate the relevance of individual skill key-

words for determining occupation.32 We calculated the matrix

product of the SOC-job matrix and the TF-IDF-weighted job-skill

matrix to produce a dense SOC-skill matrix with dimensions of

8673775.Wenormalized the rowsof theSOC-skillmatrix,which

can be interpreted as probability distributions over skills for each

SOC code. Figure S1 visualizes the structure of this matrix.

Cosine distance between skill probabilities captures
occupational similarity in the SOC code hierarchy
We estimated occupational similarity by computing pairwise dis-

tances between vectors of skill probabilities and using the in-

verse of the distance as a similarity measure. To compare occu-

pations, we computed distances between all pairs of SOC code

rows in the SOC-skill matrix to produce a ‘‘SOC-SOC’’ similarity

matrix. We tested four distance measures for this matrix: the

Euclidean (L2) metric, the Manhattan (L1) metric, the cosine

metric, and the Kullback-Leibler divergence.33 We found that

the cosine metric best captured the block-diagonal structure of

occupations at the 2-digit SOC code level (Figure S2). To quan-

titatively assess this, we grouped SOC code pairs by whether

they share the same first 2 digits and calculated the ratio of the

mean similarity score within these two groupings. We found

that the highest ratio was for cosine similarity (2.083), followed

by Manhattan (1.467), Kullback-Leibler (1.113), and Euclidean

(1.099). Therefore, cosine distance, on average, assigns higher
4 Patterns 4, 100757, July 14, 2023
similarity between SOC codes within the same 2-digit SOC

code level.

Skill distributions occur in many sources, including job de-

scriptions and resumes. Therefore, we extended this method

to be able to count skill keywords in arbitrary documents, apply

the same TF-IDF transformation from the SOC-skill matrix

above, and compare similarity between two documents or be-

tween a document and all SOC code rows in the SOC-skill ma-

trix. These functions are provided in the ‘‘parse’’ and ‘‘compare’’

modules (Figure 3) of the sockit package.

Research Hub job postings sample approximately 12%
of United States job openings
We filtered the NLx Research Hub job postings using their acqui-

sition date by removing jobs that were exact duplicates on job

description content within an acquisition month. We aggregated

the probability-weighted SOC counts at the month, year, and

United States state level. These counts are a proxy for job open-

ings, and we compared the counts both nationally and for the

largest five states in theUnited States against official job opening

estimates from the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Job

Openings and Labor Turnover Survey34 (JOLTS).

We found that, on average, across all months in 2019 and

2021, there were 8.3 times as many job openings reported in

JOLTS as job postings in the NLx Research Hub, suggesting

that it represents a 12% sample of job openings in the United

States. We scaled the NLx Research Hub counts by a factor of

8.3 and compared it at the month level with the JOLTS estimates

and found that these are closely related (Figure 4) and likely

reflect the job market recovery to pre-pandemic levels.35 How-

ever, the same comparison for the five largest states showed

that California is under-represented, especially in the year 2019

(which is consistent with a known technical issue regarding Cal-

ifornia’s data in the NLx Research Hub), and that New York is

consistently over-represented. Therefore, our job posting data

appear to be representative of job openings at the national level

but not at the level of individual states in the United States.

We also found that occupational representation in job postings

differs from actual United States employment by comparing the

proportion of job postings at the 2-digit SOC code level with esti-

mates of employment levels in the United States in 2019 and

2021. The employment estimates at the 2-digit SOC code level

come from the United States Census Bureau’s American Commu-

nity Survey,36 including estimates of all employed workers and of

non-seasonal full-timeworkers, and from the UnitedStates Bureau

of Labor Statistics’ Occupational Employment and Wage



A

B

Figure 2. The prefix tree data structure used for substring matching of job titles to SOC code frequencies

Illustrated with job title families for nurses (A) and drivers (B).
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Statistics.37 This comparison examines which occupations in our

data are over- or under-represented due to a combination of actual

demand in the labormarketandpotentialoccupationalbiases inour

job postings. We found that NLx Research Hub job postings are

over-represented in computer and healthcare occupations and un-

der-represented in legal, food service, farming, and construction

occupations relative to actual employment levels (Figure 5).
Accuracy of matching job titles to SOC codes varies by
occupation
We tested the accuracy of estimating SOC codes from job titles

and job postings using the title and parse modules in sockit. The

title module estimates the most probable SOC codes for a job ti-

tle using the job title prefix tree. The parse module estimates the

most similar SOC codes for a job posting from the cosine
Patterns 4, 100757, July 14, 2023 5



Figure 3. Job description parsing and SOC

comparison process in sockit.parse and

sockit.compare
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similarity between a TF-IDF-weighted skill keyword vector

parsed from the job posting vs. each row in the SOC-skill matrix.

To establish a ground truth for our tests, we used the O*NET

27.0 Database.25We tested the 7,541 titles in the ‘‘Sample of Re-

ported Titles’’ file against their corresponding SOC codes. We

tested synthetic job postings that we constructed for 818 SOC

codes by concatenating all their entries in the ‘‘Task Statements’’

and ‘‘Detailed Work Activities’’ files, which approximate the lan-

guage used to describe qualifications in a job posting for these

occupations.

Wedefined accuracy as the fraction of caseswhere the correct

SOC code was contained in the three most probable codes (for

titles) or in the three most similar codes (for postings) returned

by sockit. Overall, titles matched at the 6-digit level with 56.7%

accuracyandat the2-digit levelwith 81.7%accuracy,while post-

ings matched at the 6-digit level with 27.8% accuracy and at the

2-digit level with 78.9%.Accuracy varied bySOCcode levels and

by the occupational group of the test SOC codes (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

Job postings contain a rich source of information on the associ-

ations between job titles, skill keywords, and occupational co-

des. In our sample of job postings from the NLx Research Hub,

these empirical associations accurately recovered 2-digit SOC

codes from job titles, although matching at the 6-digit SOC

code level was less accurate for most occupations. This is

consistent with previous findings.6

Variation in accuracy may be due to varying effectiveness of

our title cleaning methods for certain occupations and special-

ized job titles. Overall accuracy might be improved by supple-

menting our title cleaning methods and job title prefix tree with

information from the job descriptions. Variation may also be

due to sampling bias in either the SOCcer model used in our

initial estimates or in the reported titles and task statements in

the O*NET survey data used for testing. In this case, collecting

additional labeled training and testing data would help, for
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example using an active learning strategy

that targets label acquisition according to

which occupational groups have lower

accuracy.38

The distribution of job postings by state

in our sample is biased relative to official

statistics on job openings by state.

Further corrections or supplemental

data may be required for job posting fre-

quencies to serve as accurate proxies

for actual job openings at the state or

city level. However, the overall frequency

of job postings in our sample is consistent

with a 12% month-to-month sampling

rate among national job openings.

Our sample could be biased in terms of
occupational representation, although this is more difficult to

test. Our comparison of job postings with actual employment

levels by occupation is not ideal since it conflates sampling

bias with actual demand in the labor market. A preferable com-

parisonwould have been between job postings and job openings

at the 2-digit SOC level, but JOLTS estimates of job openings are

not available at this level.We expectmore job postings relative to

actual employment levels for occupations that are in high de-

mand, for example in healthcare,whereweobserve roughly twice

as many job postings as currently employed workers (Figure 5).

This over-representation in healthcare job postings is greater

post-pandemic and could be driven by increased demand for

healthcare workers following turnover during the pandemic.

Legal, construction, and farming job postings have similar un-

der-representation pre- and post-pandemic, which could be

driven by preferences in those industries to post jobs offline or

on specialized sites.

A limitation of our use of keyword analysis is that 10.9% of

the 26,953,261 distinct job descriptions in our data are dropped

because they are concise and list few skills or qualifications. In

future work, an alternative approach might examine all occur-

ring unigrams, bigrams, or trigrams that are putative skills

and cluster them into a skills taxonomy with topic modeling.

This approach might be able to retain all job postings in our

data but would also introduce greater model complexity and

potential noise from ambiguous job postings that are currently

dropped in our analysis. Alternatively, additional keyword anal-

ysis could capture educational, licensing, and certification re-

quirements that are sometimes used in place of skills in concise

descriptions.

The associations between skills and occupations in our data

provide a level of detail not currently available in official statistics.

Through natural language processing of skill keywords and their

associations with occupational codes, we found that occupa-

tions can be modeled as probability distributions over term-

weighted skills and that cosine distance between these distribu-

tions captures the existing SOC-code hierarchy of occupations.
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2019 2021
11 Management

13 Business and financial operations

15 Computer and mathematical

17 Architecture and engineering

19 Life, physical, and social science

21 Community and social service

23 Legal

25 Educational instruction, and library

27 Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media

29 Healthcare practitioners and technical

31 Healthcare support

33 Protective service

35 Food preparation and serving related

37 Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance

39 Personal care and service

41 Sales and related

43 Office and administrative support

45 Farming, fishing, and forestry

47 Construction and extraction

49 Installation, maintenance, and repair

51 Production

53 Transportation and material moving

0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9%

Job Postings − NLx Research Hub

Employment − Occupational Employment and Wage Statistics

Employment (Full−time) − American Community Survey
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Figure 5. Comparison of the distribution of Research Hub job postings vs. estimates of current employment for occupations at the 2-digit

SOC level for 2019 and 2021
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Titles Job Postings

11 Management

13 Business and financial operations

15 Computer and mathematical

17 Architecture and engineering

19 Life, physical, and social science

21 Community and social service

23 Legal

25 Educational instruction, and library

27 Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media

29 Healthcare practitioners and technical

31 Healthcare support

33 Protective service

35 Food preparation and serving related

37 Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance

39 Personal care and service

41 Sales and related

43 Office and administrative support

45 Farming, fishing, and forestry

47 Construction and extraction

49 Installation, maintenance, and repair

51 Production

53 Transportation and material moving
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Figure 6. Accuracy of title to SOCmodels and job postings to SOCmodels asmeasured by the percentage of test caseswhere the threemost

probable SOC codes match at the 2-, 3-, 5-, or 6-digit SOC level
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We have applied these models in a real-world application to

recommend career transitions to job seekers based on skill sim-

ilarity to their previous occupations.18 Using these methods, re-

searchers can parse unstructured job description, resume, or

job title data in order to conduct analyses that rely on structured

SOC codes, which could open up new lines of research that were

previously not possible.

In future work, we hope to improve our sampling through addi-

tional sources of job postings, in particular to address the lower

accuracy of under-represented SOC codes in the Research Hub

data. Improved sampling may reduce occupational and regional

biases and increase the accuracy of matching SOC codes to job

titles and approximating job openings from job posting

frequencies.
Resource availability
The NLx Research Hub data reported in this study cannot be

deposited in a public repository because it is accessible only by

authorized users under agreement with the National Association

of State Workforce Agencies. For more information, see the NLx

Research Hub’s request process at https://nlxresearchhub.org/

request-nlx-data. Datasets reported in this study that were

derived from the NLx Research Hub data have been deposited

at Zenodo and are publicly available as of the date of publica-

tion.39 All original code has been deposited at GitHub and Zen-

odo.40,41 These datasets and software are openly available for

academic use, including reverse engineering and derivative

works, under a custom license.
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